Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Nonlinear dynamics and chaos are powerful frameworks with which many phenomena in physics, biology, and engineering can be understood^[@CR1]^. Chaos refers to the high sensitivity of a nonlinear dynamical system to perturbations in its initial conditions, where the temporal evolution is unpredictable on the long term. From the perspective of applications in information processing, chaos has attracted much attention over the last two decades^[@CR2]^ because chaotic waveforms are random-like, yet deterministic and potentially controllable. They have found various applications in information technologies, such as encrypted communications at the physical layer^[@CR3]^, ultrafast random number generation^[@CR4],[@CR5]^, data processing^[@CR6]^, computing^[@CR7]^, secure-key exchange^[@CR8]^, radar applications^[@CR9]^, precision sensing^[@CR10]^, and encoding information via symbolic dynamics^[@CR11]^.

Spintronic devices based on magnetic multilayers are good candidates for chaos-based applications, because magnetization dynamics in ferromagnets is intrinsically nonlinear^[@CR12]--[@CR20]^. Moreover, such dynamics can be driven and detected by spin-dependent transport phenomena, such as spin-transfer torques, magnetoresistive effects, and (inverse) spin-Hall effects^[@CR21],[@CR22]^, giving rise to devices such as spin-torque and spin-Hall nano-oscillators^[@CR23],[@CR24]^ that can be integrated into conventional semiconductor electronics^[@CR25]^. Because magnetization dynamics can occur at the nanoscale at microwave frequencies, spintronic devices hold much promise for highly compact, GHz-rate information processing using chaos.

One example of chaos in a nanoscale spintronic device can be found in nanocontact vortex oscillators (NCVOs)^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. In the NCVO, the gyration and switching of the vortex core can be induced by spin-transfer torques and oscillating output signals can be detected by the magnetoresistance. In contrast to vortex oscillators based on nanopillars^[@CR28]--[@CR30]^, the NCVO can exhibit nontrivial dynamics that involves a self-phase-locking phenomenon between the core gyration and core switching^[@CR26]^. If the ratio between the frequencies of these two processes is irrational, the behaviour is chaotic^[@CR27]^.

Here, we demonstrate experimentally that the chaotic regime of the NCVO involves simple aperiodic waveform patterns. These can be encoded into bit sequences, which are correlated with the core-polarity state of the magnetic vortex. First, we describe time-resolved signals from the NCVO at 77 K and validate their chaotic characteristics from sensitivity to initial conditions and correlation dimension analysis. Then, we show that the time traces are in fact only composed by a few waveform patterns which are ordered aperiodically in the chaotic regime. By reconstructing attractor geometries from the measured time series, we reveal the symbolic dynamics of chaotic NCVOs, which is in good agreement with the patterns observed in simulation. We extract bit sequences based on this symbolic analysis and show that the generated bits can achieve maximal values of the Shannon block entropy and Lempel--Ziv complexity.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Chaos in an NCVO {#Sec3}
----------------

The NCVO comprises an extended spin-valve multilayer with a metallic point contact (approximately 20 nm in diameter) on the top of the surface (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a)^[@CR26]^. When an electric current is applied through the contact, the component of the current flow perpendicular to the film generates an Oersted field (blue arrow in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) which promotes a magnetic vortex in the free layer and generates a Zeeman energy potential for it that is centred on the nanocontact^[@CR31]^. The current component in the film plane (orange arrows in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) pushes the vortex core out from the centre by exerting spin-transfer torques^[@CR32]^. The competition between the two effects results in a stable gyration^[@CR26],[@CR31],[@CR33],[@CR34]^ and switching dynamics^[@CR26]^ of the vortex core around the nanocontact. In general, the shape of the core trajectory around the nanocontact is not circular^[@CR34]^, as evidenced by a rich harmonic content in the power spectrum. This results from the presence of an antivortex or domain walls in the extended film that appear during the nucleation process^[@CR26]^.Fig. 1Chaotic characteristics of the output time traces.**a** A schematic of a nanocontact vortex oscillator. **b** A map of the power spectra as a function of input current amplitudes, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The incommensurate state represents chaotic behaviour^[@CR27]^. Sensitivity to initial conditions, a hallmark of chaos, can be seen in the time traces. These were obtained at 77 K with a single-shot oscilloscope, which were then filtered using a pattern matching technique to reduce the measurement noise (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Supplementary Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). By overlaying several segments of the time traces with very similar initial conditions, we can obtain a visual measure of the sensitivity to initial conditions in the commensurate (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d) and incommensurate states (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e). In the commensurate state (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d), the waveforms remain coherent over tens of nanoseconds, with evidence of jitter setting in at around 50 ns. In the incommensurate state, however, the coherence is lost below 10 ns (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e), which is due to the sensitivity to initial conditions. We can further verify the presence of chaos by analysing the fractal geometry of the reconstructed attractor^[@CR35]^. To this end, we compute the correlation dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}=13.2\,{\mathrm{{mA}}}$$\end{document}$. These results are consistent with a previous study using the titration of chaos with added noise^[@CR36]^ to identify the presence of chaos in the NCVO^[@CR27]^. Note that the responses in the incommensurate state can be reproduced by micromagnetic simulations even at 0 K as shown previously^[@CR26]^. We contend therefore that the measured chaotic characteristics are mostly deterministic, rather than stochastic as driven by thermal fluctuations.

Pattern generation {#Sec4}
------------------

A feature of the chaos generated by the NCVO involves distinct waveforms that repeat aperiodically. Representative experimental time series are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c. Here we use a time axis that is normalized with respect to the core gyration period, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t{f}_{0}$$\end{document}$ represents the number of core gyrations. Both commensurate and incommensurate states show similar features where distinct oscillatory patterns are delimited by cusps. These patterns correspond to a number of orbits of the vortex core around the nanocontact, with the cusps representing a core reversal event; the position of these cusps are indicated by the dots and dotted lines in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c. Note that core reversal results in the change in the sense of gyration (i.e. clockwise to counterclockwise, and vice versa). These features in the measured time series are reproduced in micromagnetic simulations (see Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Note [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 2Pattern generation from time series.**a**--**c** Representatives of experimentally measured time series at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the intervals between the core switching events in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c, we can define a gyration number for the core switching, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Symbolic dynamics and bit sequences {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------

We further analyse the pattern generation from the perspective of symbolic dynamics^[@CR37]^. The principle of symbolic dynamics is to find an adequate partition of the system's Poincaré section in its phase space (see Methods), such that every time there is a transition from one region of the section to another, a symbol is emitted. As a result, the nonlinear dynamics of the system can be reduced to a sequence of symbols. However, generating symbols with the proper partitions and surfaces from model-free, experimental, and scalar time series is a challenging problem in general. First, we reconstruct attractor geometries from the measured time series using a three-dimensional delay embedding, which is sufficiently large to completely unfold the reconstructed attractors when considering the commensurate and incommensurate states shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c^[@CR35]^. In the commensurate state, the NCVO exhibits a limit cycle, because the trace is periodic (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, c). On the contrary, the attractor for the incommensurate state is more intricate (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). As explained in the Methods section, we set a proper Poincaré surface (white surfaces in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c) allowing for a potential generating partition. Note that the surface is not unique, and we can choose any different plane for the symbolic analysis. On the surface, we obtain the Poincaré maps from the intersection (insets of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c) in which we find several clusters of the points. Note that here, for the Poincaré map, we do not consider the transverse orientation. We use a simple partition to divide the map into two different regions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$pn$$\end{document}$ sequences in both the commensurate and incommensurate states. Other partition choices are also possible but may render identifying the symbolic sequences more difficult (see Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Note [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 3Reconstructed attractor geometries and symbolic dynamics.**a**--**c** Reconstructed attractor geometries by a method of delay from the measured time traces at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}$$\end{document}$ = 12.6, 13.2, and 14.0 mA, respectively. The white plane is arbitrarily chosen Poincaré surface of section (see Methods). (Inset) Poincaré maps at the surfaces. The red dashed lines indicate a simple partition to divide the plane into two regions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can find simple rules in the symbolic sequences (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d--f). In the commensurate case, the sequences show only one repeated cycle: \[A,A,A,B,B,B\] and \[A, B, B, B\] for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}$$\end{document}$ = 12.6 and 14.0 mA, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}g, i). In the incommensurate state, however, two possible cycles coexist in the sequence and appears erratically over time (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h). To simplify the analysis of complexity, we define binary symbols attributed to the two different patterns accessible by the NCVO: 0 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\equiv$$\end{document}$ \[A,B,B,B\]. Then, we extract the bit sequences as represented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d--f above the graphs. In the commensurate states (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d, f), the NCVO generates only one type of bits: 0 for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}$$\end{document}$ = 14.0 mA. On the other hand, in the incommensurate state (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e), the NCVO generates bits in no apparent order. To better illustrate this, we plot a bit sequence generated in the chaotic regime for a longer duration (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}j). In the NCVO system, the bits are generated at an average rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim 131 \, {\rm{Mbit}}\ {{\rm{s}}}^{-1}$$\end{document}$, which is much faster than random number generation using spintronic devices such as stochastic magnetic tunnel junctions^[@CR38],[@CR39]^. The bits are produced by chaotic polarity switching of the core after a few revolutions around the nanocontact, so the generation rate is mainly proportional to the gyration frequency, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Interestingly, the possible cycles in the incommensurate state correspond to those the NCVO already exhibits in its commensurate state at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}=12.6$$\end{document}$ and 14.0 mA, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h). This shows that not only the complexity is driven by the core switching but also that the type of patterns generated in the incommensurate (chaotic) state is fundamentally restricted to accessible patterns associated to the two neighbouring commensurate states. Hence, within the incommensurate region, we anticipate that the probability of appearance of one among the two accessible patterns can be controlled by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Complexity of the generated bit sequences {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------

To assess the complexity of the bit sequence extracted from the symbolic dynamics, we compute the probability of each bit as a function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To further assess the unpredictability of the generated bits, we evaluate the complexity of the bit sequences generated by using two metrics from information theory: the Shannon block entropy rate, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Based on our analysis, the chaotic magnetization dynamics of the NCVO has desirable properties for information processing applications. First, the complexity of the magnetization dynamics is not encoded in the amplitude of the waveform but in the alternation of regular patterns. In that sense, it natively exhibits very similar properties to the chaos generated by specifically engineered systems proposed in ref. ^[@CR40]^ and hence has high resilience to perturbations. The extraction of the bits, once the two patterns are identified and stored digitally, could be done in real time with a low computational cost using matched filters^[@CR41]^ implemented on field programmable-gate arrays or digital signal processors. A recent application of chaotic dynamics similar to those of NCVOs was proposed for WIFI communications (i.e., for challenging environments with multi-path interference, jamming, distortion) using electronic circuits^[@CR42],[@CR43]^, because of the capacity to recover more easily regular patterns in low signal-to-noise conditions compared with chaotic waveforms in amplitude and/or phase of the signal. Second, the NCVO generates directly chaotic bits with high level of entropy (e.g., entropy rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}=13.1$$\end{document}$ mA in the incommensurate state), hence making it a promising technology for physical random number generation with minimal post-processing. Furthermore, with chaotic effects taking place at the nanoscale, dense integration of NCVOs on a single spintronic chip would allow for the parallel generation of random bits with aggregate rate in the tens or hundreds of Gbit s^−1^ similar to the approach already used in ref. ^[@CR44]^ with microelectronic circuits. Finally, the properties of the chaotic NCVO dynamics can be easily tailored with the DC current injected in the nanocontact. As a result, one could design advanced control strategies by injected small perturbation in the current to tune the chaos and encode data in pattern alternation, as described in refs. ^[@CR11],[@CR45]^, and to create a robust chaos-based encryption at the physical layer.

In addition, knowing the underlying structure of the temporal chaotic dynamics and its connection to the timing of the core-switching events, one could also design experimental strategies to control electrically the core dynamics to encode information secretly. This paves the way for nanoscale chaos-based information processing using the nonlinear dynamics of spintronic devices.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Sample fabrication and measurements {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------

The nanocontacts are fabricated using the atomic force microscope nano-indentation method^[@CR46]^ on the top of the sputtered deposited multilayer with the composition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{dc}}}$$\end{document}$ = 16 mA current applied through the nanocontact. The vortex gyration around the nanocontact results in magnetoresistance oscillations that are detected after amplification as voltage fluctuations in the frequency domain by a spectrum analyser and in the time domain by a single-shot oscilloscope. RF switches are used to connect either of these two equipments to the sample, hence allowing for both time- and frequency-domain measurements to be made sequentially. The experiments are conducted in a cryostat at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) to better isolate the chaotic dynamics, which is a deterministic process but can appear as a thermal noise, from thermal fluctuations which are true stochastic processes. Note that all the data in this study are measured using a single device. Further details of the experimental setup and measurement procedure are described elsewhere^[@CR26],[@CR27]^.

Thermal noise filtering from time traces {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the experimental time traces, we used an averaging filter. We collected similar short-term waveforms ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim 7.5$$\end{document}$ ns) from full time series by calculating convolutions, then averaged over them. This method is applicable in our system because the output time traces are composed of only two or three patterns even in the chaotic regime. More details can be found in Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Time-delay embedding and phase-space reconstruction {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------

A time-delay embedding procedure is used to form an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Poincaré section and symbolic analysis {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------

To simplify the definition of the Poincaré section ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computation of correlation dimension and entropy {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------
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